Abstract -Dismounted targets can be tracked in urban environments with video sensors. Real-time systems are unable to process all of the imagery, demanding some method for prioritization of the processing resources.
Introduction
The operational impetus for the research presented here is the need to track dismounted targets in urban environments. Recent efforts by the Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) Division of the Air Force Research Laboratory Sensor's Directorate have led to the focus on video based sensing in order to accomplish urban dismount tracking. Two issues that naturally arise in these types of scenarios are multiple targets and regions of measurement occlusion (i.e., targets behind buildings). This paper addresses these specific issues by combining multi-target tracking with an image processing resource allocation algorithm. Details of the methods used are presented along with preliminary results demonstrated via computer simulation. To accomplish effective multiple-target tracking, computational complexity is affected by the complexity of the tracker. More complex systems may be more robust, but demand more resources from the computer. When using video-based tracking, an additional computational complexity arises from the measurement generation process commonly known as image processing. Real-time systems may be unable to process all of the imagery provided by the sensor. Furthermore, one has to decide which segmentation method to use on the image as each method possesses unique capabilities and each method has an associated computational cost. The focus of this research is the development of an optimization methodology to determine the allocation of the video processing resources. A key aspect of the architecture presented is the information exchange between the tracking function and the resource allocation function. Each function enhances the capability of the other, and a feedback loop can be formed for this application.
It is important to note that the tracking function consists of both kinematic and attribute tracking. Given the sensor mode, namely imagery generated by video, and the target type, namely a dismounted target, attributes will play a major role in the ability to maintain kinematic track and to provide target ID. Attribute measurement data may be provided by image segmentation methods such as color mapping (hue and saturation), texture mapping, and change detection. These three methods will be exploited in this paper, but the overall architecture presented is easily extendable to other methods. The attributes provided by color and texture mapping are obvious, and the specific method used in the simulation will be discussed in Section 3. Change detection can provide both kinematic and attribute data. The mass of a detection is considered an attribute, and the center of this mass provides kinematic position data. Further detail of the tracking algorithm will be presented in Section 4.
With this basic understanding of the measurement information used by the tracking algorithm, it is easy to recognize the interaction of the two primary functions. Specifically, the kinematic data is used by the resource allocation function to determine regions that should receive a higher allocation of the image processing resources. In addition, the ability of the resource allocation routine to provide the optimal set of attribute measurements to the tracking algorithm will ensure enhanced tracking.
The next sections provide details of the resource allocation method followed by a specific implementation of a relatively simple tracking algorithm and the version of the image segmentation methods used in the simulation study.
Optimal Resource Allocation
The fundamental questions being answered by the resource allocation algorithm are "which regions of the image should have priority for image processing?" and "which of the various segmentation algorithms should be applied in these regions?" A straightforward method is used by dividing the image into sub-regions at various levels of resolution. This results in a grid as illustrated in Figure 1 for a 21 sub-region case. In this example, the first 16 sub-regions represent the high resolution regions, 17-20 are medium resolution, and 21 has the lowest resolution. Various image segmentation algorithms may be employed in each sub-region. As such, the number of options available to the resource allocation process are the number of sub-regions multiplied by the number of segmentation methods. A key factor in choosing which options to execute is the benefit associated with each option. There are variations in the costs associated with processing high versus low resolution regions, and variations in the costs of each type of segmentation algorithm. Given these viewpoints, it is clear that a cost/benefit based optimization can be performed.
The value associated with each sub-region may depend on many factors. The primary factors in this study come from the kinematic states of the tracking routine, the relative value of the segmentation methods, and the target ID associated with a given track. The distance of a sub-region relative to a given track's position will be considered for the assignment of values to each sub-region. The full computation that determines the value of a given sub-region will be described in Section 4.4. The focus of this paper will be to estab- Noting that the values assigned to a sub-region will be based on the kinematic data gathered from previous measurements, it is clear that the information gained from a tracking algorithm will be used to drive the optimization routine. It is also evident that the competence of the algorithm that derives the values for sub-regions is also of critical importance to the system.
Given the nature of the binary decisions being made an obvious choice is the use of binary integer programming to search this solution space. Linear integer programs can be solved by a number of conventional solution techniques so the formulation of the linear program is the critical issue [2] . As with the gridding and valuation considerations, the integer program must ensure that it enhances the capability of the system while reducing the overall computational load.
The primary constraint on the system is a limitation on how much time it should take to complete the entire process. With knowledge of the relative time requirements to complete the available segmentation tasks, the integer program can be devised to solve the problem. Other system limitations can be implemented, which may vary depending on the segmentation algorithms available. Constraints are described as arithmetic equations that can define lines or planes in a space. Each of the sub-regions in conjunction with the set of segmentation algorithms are considered a binary decision variable. Selecting a decision variable will add a value to the solution while incurring a cost. The optimal solution will be obtained when the maximum value has been obtained while consuming all of the available time to perform the chosen segmentation algorithms. We (n,ub) multiplied by the number of segmentation methods (nseg) considered. A detailed description of the computation of the value function, fi,j, is deferred until Section 4.4 due to its dependence on information presented later in the paper. The inequality constraints provide upper bounds on the number of decision variables with a value of 1 and thus limit the number of times that a sub-region and segmentation method can be selected. The structure of the A-matrix is such that the first row in conjunction with the first element of the limit vector, b, will provide a limit on the number of times segmentation method #1 can be performed. A similar row is added for each segmentation method. Next, a row is added for each sub-region in conjunction with another element of the vector b to provide a limit on the number of times each sub-region can be operated on at each sample time. The dimensions of the A-matrix will be (nsub + nseg) x (nsub * nseg).
The second set of constraints is used to ensure that the optimization ensures all of the processing time available at each epoch will be used. This is accomplished by setting beq equal to the maximum allowable cost which represents the total processing time available. The elements of Aeq are based on the time required to perform each of the possible segmentation tasks. The form of Aeq is given by: The binary integer program is itself a computationally intensive mechanism. To ensure that this method does not merely trade one numerically intensive mechanism for another, there are means that can be employed to reduce the overall size of the integer program. A form of gating in which sub-regions may be chosen based on their likelihood of providing information may be used. These sub-regions would be the only ones available for consideration within the integer program. This method would require increased confidence in the tracker and assumes that new targets are not entering the image space. This may be accomplished by applying wide area change detection at low resolution, then executing the integer program given the resources that remain.
Image Processing
Various segmentation methods can be applied to 2-D imagery for the purpose of extracting measurements that are processed by a tracking algorithm. Although this study focuses on three such methods, it is important to note the resource allocation function and the overall tracking architecture can readily accept any number of segmentation methods. The three methods mentioned previously are change detection, color mapping, and texture mapping.
Change detection is computationally inexpensive and is a pixel by pixel binary indication that a change has occurred in the image. The fundamental concept is to compare frames of imagery and detect variations from one frame to the next. Simply declaring a change based on two frames of data is susceptible to noise and stationary objects with second order movements. Multi-frame smoothing may be applied to filter out these movements, and focus on moving objects of greater interest to the tracker. Given that the change detection of a group of contiguous pixels defines a moving object, there are two main measurements that can be utilized. First, the mass of the object is defined by the number of pixels in the group and thus provides an attribute type measurement. Second, the center of mass of the pixels defines the kinematic location of the object. Both of these measurements will be provided to the tracking algorithm as described in the next section.
Color mapping uses a combination of hue and saturation levels for an object within a sub-region. A finite discrete number of bins, nbins, is established to represent the possible variations of color. For this study, nbinsb= 30, resulting in a set of 30 distinguishable hue levels, and 30 more bins are used to distinguish saturation levels. Each group of bins represents an attribute measurement. The computation of hue and saturation values are done pixel-by-pixel using the transformation [3] :
where R, G,and B represent the values of red, green, and blue present in each pixel. This will provide a value from 0 to 1 for each pixel for both hue and saturation. The value space is discretized into 30 evenly-spaced bins for this experiment. The same binning process is used for saturation data.
The intensity component of an image has the characteristic of being useful for describing an image's texture. Intensity is defined as:
The spatial characteristics of texture can be calculated using the Fourier transform. This provides the ability to distinguish between periodic and non-periodic patterns and to quantify differences between periodic patterns. Spectral measurements are a result of the 
1) + (8) where T is the time between measurement points (k-1) and k. [5] :
where T is the time between measurement intervals (k -1) and (k), and w(k) and v(k) are two independent
where the weight ae is empirically chosen. The attribute states are initialized with the first measurement of each type, and those attributes lacking any measurements take on a null value to prevent an erroneous target ID.
zki. (k)
Target ID is mapped to three discrete values: Desired,Decoy,Unknown. The features of the desired target, denoted here as "true", must be set a priori or determined by prolonged observation. Bayesian inference is used to compute the probability of ID, PID = P(xi Vk), for each track as follows [6] :
Zp (vklcj)p(cj IVkl) where the discrete transitional density, p (Vk ,Xi), is based on attribute data using a simple binary voting method that represents the set intersection of the various features. Note that Eq. (12) assumes independence of the measurements in the sense that:
The declaration of target ID is made using maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference at a given sample time via [6] :
ID =arg {maxp(cilVk)} (14) metric. For each vector, the pairwise linear correlation coefficient is computed between the "true" and "track" hue and saturation vectors. A correlation coefficient arbitrarily close to one receives a "yes" vote as a match. The same approach is applied to the texture statistics, [S(r), S(O)], requiring that the correlation between both measurements and their "true" values lie arbitrarily close to one in order to receive a "yes" vote for the texture component.
Value Function fij
Obtaining the optimal solution relies upon using the available information to properly set the values that drive the integer program. The factors which influence the value function used in the integer program are based on the kinematics states of the tracking routine, the relative value of the segmentation methods, and the target ID associated with a given track. These are combined for each combination of target, sub-region, and segmentation using the expression:
Each of the coefficients will be described presently.
The value disti,j,k represents the relative value of the target appearing at a given location. In order to generate a Gaussian-like weighting of the value, the error distance, Pi j,k is used as the argument of the error function given by:
This hard decision is acceptable for many applications. It answers the question of "What class of target is it?" Given the four types of attributes defined previously, a target can receive 0 to 4 votes to determine if the target matches the features of the desired target. The transitional density, p (Vk ,Xi), will take on discrete values based on the number of "yes" votes received. The required voting is based on metrics specific to each type of attribute. In the case of mass, a distance metric is given by
The values for Kk are arbitrary and represent an ad hoc tuning parameter within the value assignment constraint. A scaling mj,k is given by the ratio between the number of times any segmentation j has been performed on a given track k to the number of times any other operation has been performed to this same track. This weight can be illustrated as: For the three-segmentation case used here, a relative weight, i, is now applied to discern the benefit of performing one type of processing over the other in terms of the benefit obtained in classification that results from this type of processing. For example, The values ij are arbitrary and represent an additional tuning parameter within the value assignment construct. Finally, since the goal is to determine a value for each sub-region and each segmentation algorithm, we will sum the values associated with each target using the expression:
k to arrive at an objective function coefficient for each decision variable in the BIP.
System Overview
The goal of this paper is to achieve optimal resource allocation of the image processing resources available to the computer. The optimal solution itself incurs a computational cost, so an analysis of the performance of a system computing an optimal solution should be compared with another, simpler allocation method. Several components are used to combine the image processing, resource allocation, and target kinematic and attribute tracking. The program implemented divides the work into routines that perform each of the necessary tasks and provides information to the next task. This construct is illustrated in Figures 2 and  3 . The purpose of the Logic Algorithm system is to provide a means to compare the optimal resource allocation system with a system that provides resource allocation by making simple logic decisions. The performance of the Integer Program system will be compared to the Logic system to determine its effectiveness in terms of its ability to provide proper target classification and reduced resource consumption.
Simulation Study
A simulation study was conducted containing three targets moving through a scene to illustrate the validity of the algorithms proposed in this paper. Two scenarios were run. One consisted of 57 time epochs (57 frames of imagery) and the other contained 48 time epochs. The targets are soldiers with different uniforms, moving across a fixed scene containing occlusions. Although all of the targets are very similar in size, their color and texture attributes differ somewhat. Two of the three targets are essentially distractors, and it is desirable to track the single high-valued target.
The other targets (decoys) generate a computational load on the image processing, requiring some method for prioritizing the resource allocation. When targets enter an occluded region they no longer generate measurements or attribute data, but they may re-emerge at a later time. While it is desired to be able to establish a target's ID at a time before it enters an occlusion, the ultimate purpose of this study is to be able to establish a positive identification on the "high-valued" target when it emerges from an occlusion event. As the targets move through the scene, they are classified according to their attributes. There will be situations that may cause improper classification. Targets may move so close they merge onto each other, they may become partially occluded behind an obstacle, and their paths may cross. Simulations will be processed using two types of allocation algorithms that select which sub-regions to use for image processing. One model is driven by the binary integer program and will be referred to as "BIP". The other will make simple logicbased decisions driven solely by the targets' kinematic states. This will be referred to as "Logic," with the principal idea was to generate a competing algorithm for the BIP concept. The logic algorithm will order change detection around each target, and a combination of color and texture processing is accomplished in and around each change detection. The Logic concept represents a greedy algorithm, which is not constrained on a global level. In other words, it is allowed order processing (in the vicinity of a change) without regard for the total processing being conducted. In contrast, when multiple targets are competing for resources, the Given the information presented in Table 2 , it is possible to determine the probability of a target being of one of the two types, desired or decoy, given a classification. There are four permutations that can be measured. These are the probabilities of having desired or decoy targets, given that there is a positive or negative classification. Conditional probabilities can be calculated via: P(TXCY) = P (CY TX) P (TX) (24) where T. indicates a target truly being desired or decoy and Cy indicates a desired or decoy classification.
The values in Table 3 The algorithm that provides the better performance for each case is indicated in the right column of each of the scenarios' information. The probabilities, P(TN) and P(TD) are determined by the total number of times each of the target types appears in the scene, divided by the total appearances of all targets. The probabilities P(CD) and P(CN) are the relative chance of each of the two classifications occurring, and are computed as finding the number of times each classification is made divided by the total number of classifications made. Both resource allocation methods studied here provide acceptable and relatively similar results in terms of correctly classifying targets. The BIP method provides improved performance in terms of computational load over the simple Logic method. This benefit does come at a cost. A valuation function must accurately describe the value of collecting information on a given target, and a BIP that is too complex may not be able to determine resource allocation quickly. It is apparent that the study of BIP's choices can be used to drive the development of other logic-based algorithms that will function quickly as well as provide comparable results. Certainly, such an ad-hoc logic set can be employed, with adequate performance as demonstrated here. This leads to the concept of using the BIP to help in the development of logic-based algorithms for online use, which is the basis for future work in this area. A different method of approaching the problem may provide a more robust and reliable system. Such a resource allocation system would be two-layered. The first layer of the system would determine how many system resources at a given time can be allocated to various areas of the problem. This would be based on standard linear programming techniques and provide information such as what image processing algorithms to utilize and which targets should be examined. The second layer would use simple logic to determine where to apply the resources that are allowed at each epoch.
